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Success is an emotional experience, a journey measured not 
merely by money, fancy cars or a job promotion. How do you 
know what success is for you?

In Numerology, the word success equals “8.” This means that 
you have the Power to define and craft success for yourself – 
on your terms – to create a vision that aligns with your unique 
vvoice and values. Numbers are energetic vibrations that 
reveal the treasure map of your life purpose, gifts, and 
potential. Using what the numbers tell you can ignite your 
own potent version of success.

To truly embody success from the inside out, here is a step-
by-step system to guide and keep you on course. Discover 
how to stay clear and present throughout the process, and 
jjoyfully love the journey as well as the destination.

Read these 8 Steps carefully, embrace their message, dive 
in to some journaling or doodle on what comes up for you. 
Success is a Power process that requires resilience and 
persistence. Bon voyage!

Number 1 – Vision
The BIG IDEA, the thing that represents success to you.

Number 2 – Connection
Resources, connections and collaboration you call in to build 
your Big Idea.

Number 3 – Expansion
JJoyful, creative birth of the vision; mapping it out.

Number 4 – Creation 
Build your Big Idea with foundation, focus, and systems.

Number 5 – Release 
Broadcast your Big Idea (now a creation) by telling the world.

Number 6 – Response 
Time to take response-ability, assess, and celebrate.

NumNumber 7 – Alignment
Check-in with your beliefs about your creation; are they 
aligned?

Number 8 – Success 
Testing, balancing, adjusting, and growing your success.

Would you like a boost to go further faster? Learn about your 
own power numbers to gain understanding of your strengths, 
ggifts, and challenges. I invite you to join me for a 
COMPLIMENTARY 15-minute One Power Number Session. 
Contact me at jen@jenduchene.com.

Jen Duchene, Success Astronumerologist, Akashic Healer 
and Reader, Speaker, Author, helps women express 
themselves freely to create Success on their own terms. 
Her work has helped hundreds release years of  “emotional 
wweight,” change life patterns that don’t serve them, and
create an action plan to move forward in their lives with 
clarity, confidence and success. Her one-on-one work fast-
tracks healing so her clients can let go of whatever is 
keeping them from living a Glorious Kick-Ass Joyful life. 
To learn more about the transformational wisdom and 
results that has people talking about Jen Duchene, 
click heclick here.

jen@jenduchene.com
http://www.JenDuchene.com

